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Did you know that up to 15% of your
revenue is being wasted in print? As
any business executive would likely
testify, that’s significant to the bottom
line. But the hidden costs of print
tend to go unnoticed.
In terms of devices, many organizations are using a
variety of makes and models, and have no centralized
process for monitoring them. Maintaining and repairing
machines, as well as ordering supplies is either an
afterthought or an uncoordinated effort at best. As
a business becomes aware of these unmanaged
expenses, it stands to reason that they would want to
do something about it.
There is a way to optimize. Managed print services
(MPS) can improve cash flow, reduce IT involvement,
and make your company more environmentally friendly.
And the benefits don’t stop there – there are many
other good reasons to take advantage of MPS.
Managed print services is a range of offerings that can
greatly improve the efficiency and management of your
printing and your print fleet. With one vendor and on
one invoice, MPS options include:
• A break/fix service level agreement of your
existing equipment
• A full print environment assessment, including
future planning
• Remote monitoring for equipment/consumables
status and meter reads
• Preventive maintenance
• Automatic ordering of consumables
• Print controls for better economies
• Document workflow solutions
• Technology refreshes of outdated/end-of-lease
equipment
• Additional equipment as needed
In this eBook, we will be examining the nine core
benefits of managed print services.

You can
reduce costs by

20-30%
with MPS

BENEFIT #1:
IMPROVED CASH FLOW
It was mentioned earlier, but it’s worth saying again —
the hidden costs of printing tend to fly under the radar
within an organization and often go unaccounted for.
Many organizations have too many devices. This results
in a bigger burden on IT personnel, who aren’t trained
on print devices, but have to maintain and repair a
wide range of products and models. This is because
most buying decisions are made autonomously by
independent departments, resulting in a fragmented
and unstructured print fleet.
Purchasing document systems is an investment,
but technology changes too rapidly, which creates
challenges with reliably deploying the right devices

at the right time. Companies often end up with an
overabundance of devices that can’t keep up with
business needs and are inevitably amortized and
depreciated in full. Inefficiencies abound.
Managed print services can help optimize costs and
create more flexibility for your business. Improved cash
flow is achieved in the following ways:
First, the hidden costs are assessed and determined.
Then, a move from a CapEx to an OpEx leasing/
maintenance model reduces equipment costs. An
added benefit of leasing is that it makes it much easier
to get more devices when needed, and allows you to
keep up-to-date with the latest technology. Your cash is
freed up, and your costs are predictable.
Newer devices have economical advantages: they use
less energy, and a carefully-planned consolidation of
devices saves money. New capabilities such as followme printing and mobile printing can advance business
goals more efficiently.
MPS also reduces IT burden and costs.
In summary, businesses can improve their cash flow by
taking advantage of managed print services, as newer
devices feature better capabilities, are more efficient,
and help you save on supplies.

BENEFIT #2:
REDUCED HIGH COST OF IT
INVOLVEMENT WITH PRINTERS
By default, all issues related to technology within
an organization become the responsibility of the IT
department. But most enterprises don’t recognize how
costly of a decision this can be.
Is your IT department spending enough time on
brainstorming with business leaders, creating new
software, and finding new ways to leverage technology?
As you’ve already discovered, print is not an IT
specialty, but since device-buying decisions often aren’t
unified and workflows
aren’t centralized within
a company, they end up
possible savings on
having to oversee the
IT costs with MPS
repair and maintenance of
a large number of different
products. This quickly becomes a major burden on IT
resources that could be better allocated. Answering
calls about print distracts from projects actually requiring
their specific expertise. The average cost of helpdesk
calls range from $20 to $25.

7-14%

Businesses need to become aware of these overlooked
costs and reduce IT involvement with print to better
leverage their skills and knowledge. It is possible to
attain a cost savings of 7 to 14% simply by eliminating IT
involvement, and this can also free up their time to focus
on higher level projects that are more valuable to the
growth of the organization.
Decoupling IT from print technology will have many
positive benefits. End-user helpdesk calls will decrease,
eliminating up to 40% of helpdesk calls, and because
they won’t be handling installations and upgrades,
another 10% cost reduction can be reached.

BENEFIT #3:
IMPROVED PRINTER SERVICE
As we’ve already seen, IT personnel are overloaded
with calls related to print devices. This busywork keeps
them from working on projects that could be of greater
benefit to the enterprise. This involvement can be —
and should be — reduced or eliminated completely.

24/7 remote monitoring leads to better service as well
as compliance and security. Supply needs can also be
managed with ease. Result; fewer IT helpdesk calls, and
less reliance on administrative management.
According to simplyproven.com, “Managed print
services provides ongoing monitoring and reporting
of print volumes, so you’ll know exactly what’s being
printed in each department. Access controls and new
guidelines can help users cut down on unnecessary
printing. You’ll also save on printer maintenance and
repairs, and cut down on energy usage by eliminating
unnecessary equipment.”

Supply
Monitoring
Improves
Service

BENEFIT #4:
REDUCE ADMINISTRATION OF
THE FLEET
Most organizations have multiple print devices deployed
across different departments. This fragmentation results
in devices that cannot be managed simply and centrally.
According to DOCUMENT Strategy Media, “Centralized
decision-making provides superior benefits for your
organization, as your managed print outsourcing
engagement can effectively serve your business from a
more holistic vision and guidance. The complex nature
of printing, and the numerous factors that contribute
to the print landscape, including costs, diverse users
and various needs, presents the threat of missed
opportunity. It is important to gain an overall view of all
aspects of printing, across all departments, to properly
guide decision-making to best fit your organization. This
can only be done with consolidated decision-making.”
MPS allows you to consolidate vendors and invoices
so that accounting is more convenient and streamlined.
Meter reading is done automatically, which is timesaving, and you can also keep watch on your print fleet..

24/7

Monitoring
Compliance

Ultimately, centralized management allows for an
average of 23% savings. As result, resources can be
reallocated to more important business functions.

23%

average savings are ultimately attributed
to centralized management

Security

BENEFIT #5:
REDUCE DOWNTIME
With managed print services, you get flexible Service
Level Agreements (SLAs), and also gain access to monthly
reports that offer detailed analytics on corporate usage.
MPS can help you develop a printing policy that fits your
business, including economical default settings, account
control and follow-me printing.
Ultimately, you can keep your devices working optimally
at all times and improve performance without having to
be aware of all of the different variables that affect the
lifespan of print devices.

Technology, unfortunately, isn’t perfect. At times, it may
crash or behave in unexpected ways. It may not function
properly when you most need it to. But equipment
downtime leads to decreased productivity within an
organization. And when you experience a supply
outage, it can be several days until replacements are
sent and received.
Fortunately, it is possible to reduce downtime by using
managed print services. When monitoring is done
remotely, maintenance is done proactively and repairs

are fewer as a result. This makes a lot of sense from the
standpoint of protecting your investment.

BENEFIT #6:
REDUCE WASTED MATERIALS

In addition, automatic supply ordering and delivery can
be implemented to cut down on consumable monitoring
and ordering.

You’ve learned about the issue with fragmentation. With
different departments purchasing disparate devices as
they see fit, your company may well have ended up with
a hodgepodge of different brands and models that are
sitting in your office.

Unscheduled maintenance costs can add up, but it is
possible to reduce them up to 20% with MPS.

When it comes to consumables and maintaining
inventory, the process gets increasingly complex and
time-consuming with the addition of every bespoke
device. You’ll need to order proprietary consumables for
each machine, and don’t forget that those materials also
take up a lot of space, and often end up in the trash if
the device itself is retired.

40%

of SMBs cite device reliability as their

2nd biggest
print management challenge
after cost control

The benefit of managed print services is that automatic
ordering means no wasted or excess consumables. You’ll
always have exactly the amount you need. As result,
you’ll gain storage space back within your organization,
and see a 25% cost reduction on consumables.
An MPS program can help you develop an organizationwide printing policy, too. User authentication usually

BENEFIT #8:
FLEET RATIONALIZATION
In many businesses, there are simply too many
standalone and desktop machines that have different
servicing and supply needs. They also tend to occupy
too much office space and administrative time.

results in less unnecessary printing. Defaulting to doublesided and/or monochrome printing saves even more.
Businesses looking to be more environmentally friendly
could improve their corporate image by going green
with managed print services.

BENEFIT #7:
IMPROVE EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity can suffer in your organization when print
devices aren’t working properly. Your machines might
be down, or you could be out of toner. As result, your
staff won’t be able to finish projects they’re working on
– projects that may need to be completed urgently.
When managed print services are implemented,
supplies are ordered when they are needed, and you’ll
experience far less downtime.
Productivity can be affected in other ways. For example,
you may require a new document workflow based on
your current business needs. This must be assessed
and tweaked continually and take into account your
customers’ needs and demands.
Document workflows can also be streamlined for your
imaging processes. You can scan files directly to your
network, and standardize procedures on a
single platform depending on your business objectives
and what processes need to be simplified.
We’ve also looked at the need for the latest advance
ments — follow-me printing, and accommodations for
mobile devices are more compatible with the continually
evolving office.

According to Quocirca, ”organizations are often
faced with a print environment that is out of control.
Ownership and management of printers, copiers
and scanners is usually fragmented across business
departments, workgroups and locations. There may
be no centralized record of who owns and uses the
equipment, and no information on service contracts.
Many organizations have too many devices, from
multiple vendors, which are often underutilized. Many
of the devices are old and expensive to run due to
maintenance and supply costs. On top of all this, few
organizations have document tracking systems that
accurately measure true usage for print, scan, fax and
copy output.”
A managed print service provider will assess your
business needs to determine the optimal print fleet,
consolidate equipment, reduce the number of brand
and models in your offices, and remove machines that
aren’t performing efficiently.

BENEFIT #9:
IMPROVE ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
50% of the waste of businesses is comprised of paper
(The World Counts). But paper isn’t the only issue here,
since millions of square feet of landfill space is also
taken up by toner and printers that could be recycled.
Businesses tend to have a
lot of waste in connection
with print. Users may
intentionally or inadvertently
print unnecessary
documents. They may use
color printing when black
and white would work fine.
They may not use doublesided printing unless
prompted to.

MPS can help
improve energy
consumption
by as much as

30%

Outdated or older devices can also consume energy
unnecessarily. Companies that want to be green
struggle, because their print fleet is old and inefficient.
The benefit of a managed print service is that user
authentication can cut down on wasted printing.
Double-sided printing and black and white printing can
be set on machines by default, and this can save paper
and ink. With the use of a newer device that replaces
older machines, you can improve energy consumption
by as much as 30%.

CONCLUSION
Is your print fleet optimized, or are you using too many
different devices to be able to keep up with supply,
maintenance and repair needs? Do your machines
consume too much energy and cost you more than
they’re worth? Are they outdated and incompatible with
new mobile technology?
Are consumables being wasted within your
organization? Paper? Toner? Other? Are the supplies
and devices taking up too much space in your office?
Is your IT team constantly having to answer helpdesk
calls, or are they free to do the work they were first

When accounting for all costs of office
printing (hardware, toner, paper, maintenance,
IT support, administration, document
management, employee use, etc.), your total
cost per page can range from

52¢ to 70¢

hired to do? Is downtime killing productivity in your
organization? Does it take too long to maintain and
repair machines? Is ordering of supplies haphazard and
disorganized?
Managed print services can help you reclaim the costs
associated with uneconomical machines and the many
ancillary problems they tend to create.
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